2020 FINAL GRADE OPTIONS
APPLIES ONLY TO 2019-20 SPANNED FALL/WINTER COURSES & WINTER 2020 TERM COURSES

FINAL GRADES ARE POSTED IN AURORA. STUDENTS HAVE THE FOLLOWING GRADE OPTIONS FOR EACH COURSE AND MUST APPLY FOR OPTIONS THAT REQUIRE ACTION (including VW) BY SUNDAY, MAY 10, 2020*

To make your choice, log into UM Learn and follow the instructions.

*STUDENTS MUST CONTACT STUDENT SERVICES (aginfo@umanitoba.ca) WELL IN ADVANCE OF FRIDAY, MAY 8, 2020 TO OBTAIN ADVICE.

- **STANDARD:**
  - KEEP EARNED GRADE
  - (No action required)
  - Final grade received is automatically INCLUDED in GPA (only F grades are automatically excluded as F*)
  - If grade meets minimum requirements: used for course prerequisites and progression through programs
  - If grade meets minimum requirements: used for admission to other faculties, graduate programs and other institutions. Consult with specific programs for details.
  - Only F* grades (if applicable) will NOT be included in: GPA calculations or towards Academic Assessment Standards (including maximum attempted credit hours counts). All standard grades will count.

- **EXCLUDE GRADE FROM GPA**
  - (Action required)
  - Final grade REMAINS on transcript but is EXCLUDED from GPA
  - If grade meets minimum requirements: used for course prerequisites and progression through programs
  - Excluded grades will NOT count in: GPA calculations used for Dean’s Honour Roll, Awards, or Academic Assessment Standards (including maximum attempted hour counts, if repeated).

- **PERFORMANCE ASSESSED AS ‘PASS’**
  - (Action required)
  - Final grade REPLACED by P* on transcript and is EXCLUDED from GPA
  - Will be used for course prerequisites and progression through programs and courses ONLY where a grade of D is accepted
  - In most cases will NOT be used for admission to other faculties, graduate programs and other institutions.

- **VW FROM COURSE**
  - (Action required)
  - Grade appears as VW on transcript
  - Limited Access will NOT apply for subsequent terms

- **We ask that all students review the FAQs regarding the grading options carefully on the top-right-hand side of our Advising page.**